
 

Class: Unchartered Territory (Geography) 
Workshop 1: Do Maps Tell the Truth? 

 

 

60-75 minutes: The Inspire scholars Programme for Years 9, 10 & 11 

Learning objectives (skills based): 

Investigate the difficulties in turning spherical 3-D shapes into flat 2-D projections. 

Compare and evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of different world maps. 

Articulate arguments about the power of maps to shape how we view and understand 

the world. 

Learning points (knowledge based): 

1. Cartography is the practice of map making and cartographers are people who 

make maps. 

2. The Mercator projection is one commonly used map of the world, designed for easy 

navigating. However, it distorts the size of countries further from the Equator so that 

they appear bigger than they actually are. 

3. Other projections include the Gall-Peters, McArthur, Azimuthal, and Goode  

Homolosine. These all have their own strengths and weaknesses. 

4. The maps we use shape how we view and think about the world, including how 

we understand global inequalities.  

5. There is no perfect way to represent the Earth in 2-D. Instead, we need to be 

think carefully about how we use different maps in different situations. 

Materials Required: 

A. PowerPoint and online resources on computer screen and projector (with sound). 

B. Video instructions of orange peel activity (Link to video found after lesson plan) 

C. 3 oranges* and Blu Tack 

D. 4 inflatable globes 

E. 4 laminated A3 world map projections 

F. Map projections student worksheets (1 per student) 

G. Map projections teacher explainer 

H. Extension resource sheet (1 per student, optional) 

*Allergen warning: The opening activity of this masterclass requires the use of oranges. If 

any students have a citrus allergy, please replace this activity with the video (Material B). 



 

Session Outline: 

Time 

(mins) 

Activity Key skills Materials 

10 •  

•  

•  

•  

•  

Invite three students to the 

front and ask them to peel an 

orange whilst trying to keep 

the peel in one piece. (You 

may want to watch the first 

minute of the National 

Geographic video (Material B) 

for a technique for doing this 

effectively.) 

If you do not have oranges, or 

you are unable to do this 

exercise (e.g. because of a citrus 

allergy), then you can show the 

first minute of Material B to the 

class. 

Stick the three pieces of peel on 

a whiteboard using Blu Tack and 

ask students to imagine that 

each peel represents the 

surface of the Earth. 

Ask the students: what happens 

to the shape of the Earth when 

we turn it from a 3D sphere to a 

flat 2D map? Possible answers 

may include: (1) parts of the 

Earth that were close are now 

far apart; (2) it’s difficult to 

flatten the Earth while keeping 

it in one piece; (3) parts of the 

Earth will bulge upward, and 

their shape changes when you 

try to flatten them. 

Introduce the learning 

objectives and explain to 

students that cartography is the 

•  Conceptualising 

abstract ideas. 

A, (B), C 



 
    practice of map making, and 

cartographers are people who 

make maps. This practice has 

existed for thousands of years. 

      

15 •  

•  

•  

Watch the ‘Cartographer's  •  

•  

•  

Conceptualising 

abstract ideas. 

Comprehension 

of complex 

materials. 

Academic 

oracy. 

A 

Dilemma’ video from National 

Geographic. 

Visit ‘The True Size Of’ website. 

Begin by showing students the 

‘true size’ of Greenland. Ask 

students for other suggestions 

of countries to compare. 

As a group discuss what the 

consequence of thinking that 

certain countries in the 

Northern Hemisphere are bigger 

than they are and that certain 

countries closer to the equator 

are smaller than they are. 

Answers might include: (1) 

shapes how important we think 

different countries are; (2) 

shapes how many resources we 

assume they have; (3) it reflects 

global inequalities, with poorer 

countries tending to appear 

smaller. 

15-20 •  

•  

•  

Place the four different map 

projections in different 

corners of the room, each next 

to an inflatable globe. 

Ask students to complete the 

‘Map Projections’ worksheet. 

They should use the inflatable 

globe to compare what is 

accurate and what is inaccurate 

about each map. 

Circulate the room to check 

understanding. Use the ‘Teacher 

•  

•  

•  

Teamwork and 

peer learning. 

Synthesis and 

selection. Fact-

finding, 

independently. 

A, D, E, F, 
G 

https://www.nationalgeographic.org/activity/investigating-map-projections/#the-cartographers-dilemma
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/activity/investigating-map-projections/#the-cartographers-dilemma
https://thetruesize.com/#?borders=1~!MTU0MjcwMjI.NTE0OTc5OQ*MjU3OTQ4OTM(MTE2OTcyMzY~!CONTIGUOUS_US*MTAwMjQwNzU.MjUwMjM1MTc(MTc1)MA~!IN*NTI2NDA1MQ.Nzg2MzQyMQ)MQ~!CN*OTkyMTY5Nw.NzMxNDcwNQ(MjI1)Mg


 
    explainer sheet’ to help guide 

students. 

      

15 •  

•  

•  

Divide the class into four groups, 

each arguing for a different map 

in a debate on the topic ‘Which 

map should we use in school?’ In 

groups, students decide on three 

arguments in favour of their 

map and nominate one student 

to present these in a mini 

debate to the rest of the class. 

Students should be given eight 

minutes to prepare for the 

debate, and 60 seconds to 

speak. One member of each 

group should be nominated as 

speaker. They should use their 

notes from the previous activity 

to help guide their thinking. If 

time is limited, this activity can 

instead be run as a shorter, open 

discussion by the whole class, 

rather than as a structured 

debate between groups. 

•  
•  

•  

•  

Teamwork. 

Oral 

presentation 

and argument. 

Synthesis and 

selection. 

Constructing 

arguments. 

A, D, E, F, 
G 

10-15 •  

•  

Explain to students that, as well 

as altering the size and shape of 

different continents on the map, 

we can also make more radical 

changes. 

Show the upside-down map. 

Ask students: (1) what is 

unusual about this map?; (2) 

does it matter which continents 

are shown at the bottom or top 

of the map?; (3) how does it 

change how you think about the 

world; (4) who, when and why 

might people choose to use this 

map? 

•  Academic  

oracy. 

A 



 

  •  

•  

Discuss their responses to the 

questions with reference to the 

explainer in the presenter notes. 

Show the Pacific-centred map. 

    

    Ask students: (1) what is 

unusual about this map?; (2) 

does it matter which continents 

are shown at the centre of the 

map?; (3) how does it change 

how you think about the world; 

    

    (4) who, when and why might  
people choose to use this map? 

    

  •  Discuss their responses to the 

questions with reference to the 

explainer in the presenter notes. 

    

  •  Suggest to students that none 

of the maps are perfect. We 

must be critical about the ways 

in which different maps are 

used in different contexts. 

When deciding which maps to 

use ourselves, we should think 

about which information is 

most important to us. 

    

  •  Tell students that next week, 

we’ll look at other ways 

maps can be used to tell 

hidden stories. 

    

  •  Hand out extension resources 

sheet (optional). 

    

 

Links: 

Link to orange-peel demonstration video (to be used in case orange peel activity is 

not possible in the session). NB: only play the first minute of this video 

https://www.nationalgeographic.org/activity/investigating-map-projections/#the-

cartographers-dilemma   

https://www.nationalgeographic.org/activity/investigating-map-projections/#the-cartographers-dilemma
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/activity/investigating-map-projections/#the-cartographers-dilemma


 

 Link to ‘The True Size Of’ website: 

https://thetruesize.com/#?borders=1~!MTUzMjcyMDc.NDk3NTIxMg*MjU3OTQ4OTM(MTE 

2OTcyMzY   

Syllabus links to National Curriculum (KS3): 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment 

data/file/239087/SECONDARY_national_curriculum_-_Geography.pdf  

Aims: 

The national curriculum for geography aims to ensure that all pupils are competent in the 

geographical skills needed to: 

• interpret a range of sources of geographical information, including maps, diagrams, 

globes, aerial photographs and Geographical Information Systems (GIS). 

• communicate geographical information in a variety of ways, including through 

maps, numerical and quantitative skills and writing at length. 

Subject content: 

Pupils should be taught to: 

• extend their locational knowledge and deepen their spatial awareness of the 

world’s countries using maps of the world. 

• build on their knowledge of globes, maps and atlases and apply and develop 

this knowledge routinely in the classroom and in the field. 

Syllabus links to GCSE Curriculum (KS4): 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment 

data/file/301253/GCSE_geography.pdf  

GCSE specifications should require students to develop and demonstrate the following skills: 

• the use of a range of maps, atlases, Ordnance Survey maps, satellite imagery and 

other graphic and digital material, including the use of Geographical Information 

Systems (GIS), to obtain, illustrate, analyse and evaluate geographical information. 

https://thetruesize.com/#?borders=1~!MTUzMjcyMDc.NDk3NTIxMg*MjU3OTQ4OTM(MTE2OTcyMzY
https://thetruesize.com/#?borders=1~!MTUzMjcyMDc.NDk3NTIxMg*MjU3OTQ4OTM(MTE2OTcyMzY
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/239087/SECONDARY_national_curriculum_-_Geography.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/239087/SECONDARY_national_curriculum_-_Geography.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/301253/GCSE_geography.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/301253/GCSE_geography.pdf

